Utopia is a window into an unexplored sanctuary, tempting the senses and opening the mind to the possibility of perfection.
Utopia Faucets

**F18001 – CP $199 BN $239**  
Single Lever Lavatory Tap  
Includes pop-up FA725 and  
4” Cover Plate FP8001293

**F18003 – CP $299 BN $359**  
Single Lever Low Profile Lavatory Tap  
Includes pop-up FA725 and  
4” Cover Plate FP8001293

**F18008T – CP $230 BN $265**  
Wall Mounted Faucet Trim  
Dual purpose: use as wall mount  
tub filler when flow straightener  
is used in lieu of aerator.  
F18008T-S with streamer.  
Requires rough-in F30008  
for horizontal installation.  
CP $170 BN $190  
Pop-up not included

Also available:  
FA725B  
CP $39 BN $49  
Waste Pop-up  
without Overflow

FA725C  
CP $39 BN $49  
Always Open  
Pop-up without  
Overflow

**FP8001293**  
CP $10 BN $12  
4” cover plate

**FA725**  
CP $32 BN $39  
Waste Pop-up  
with Overflow
Pressure Balancing Bath & Shower Packages

F1841T – CP $420 BN $520
Utopia Shower with Handheld Trim Package
Includes: Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head, Handheld Shower with Holder, Wall Outlet, Hose
Requires valve with diverter: F1000B – $190

F1840T – CP $400 BN $490
Utopia Tub & Shower Trim Package
Includes: Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head, Tub Spout
Requires valve with diverter: F1000B – $190

F1851T – CP $250 BN $310
Utopia Shower Trim Package
Includes: Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head
Requires valve without diverter: F1001B – $160

F1854T – CP $330 BN $400
Utopia Handheld Shower with Slide Bar Trim Package
Includes: Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head, Slide Bar, Handheld Shower, Wall Outlet, Hose
Requires valve with diverter: F1000B – $190

F1820T – CP $180 BN $220
Value Priced Tub & Shower Trim Package
Includes: Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head, Tub Spout
Requires valve with diverter: F1000B – $190

F1821T – CP $120 BN $142
Value Priced Shower Trim Package
Includes: Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head
Requires valve without diverter: F1001B – $160

F1841 to F1821

CP = chrome plated finish  BN = PVD brushed nickel finish
www.fluidfaucets.com 1 800 460 7019
Options

Handheld Accessories

- Shower Arms
- Slide Rails
- Tub Fillers
- Cover Plate & Valves
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